
Class will be held in English and will require reading on average 15 pages of English academic/newspaper articles per week,

as well as active participation in class and in group assignments. Students passionate about Japanese pop culture should

apply.
【Texts】

Readings will be distributed in class. 

【Reference Books】

【Evaluation Criteria】

None.

Weekly response (20%)

Class participation (20%)

Translation Group Project (10%)

Quizzes (10%)

Final Project Proposal (5%)

Final Presentation/Paper (35%)

**Improvement over the course of the quarter may be taken into account for weekly responses and class participation

grades.

【Notes】

【Remarks for Class】
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What can we learn about Japan through its popular culture? How do we shape our identities through what we watch, wear,

read, listen to, create and where we go? What happens when we translate and localize Japanese popular culture for a

foreign audience? This course serves as an introduction to contemporary Japanese popular culture. The primary focuses are

on how we define ourselves through engaging with pop culture, and on its translation/localization. We will draw on theories

from literary, media, translation, and gender studies. The course will be a mix of lecture, discussion, and group work.

【Course Description】

Spend 1 hour each week engaging with that week’s form of popular culture. Most weeks you must submit a 1-page response

by the night before class on the reading and/or your experience with that week’s popular culture. Preparation will take 3-4

hours per week, and more on weeks with assignments due.

【Review of Class】

【Class Goals】

By the end of the course students will have the tools to critically engage with the mass media they love, and to effectively

share that knowledge in English with others.

【Preparation for Class】

Fri 4

【Course Schedule】

Students are expected to take notes and review those notes before quizzes and in writing their responses and papers.

Review should take about 1 hour per week.

(* = Response due night before class. # = Quiz)

【第１回】 Class Introduction: What is popular culture?

【第２回】 * Pop Culture in Translation

Reading.

【第３回】 * Children’s Culture—From Pokémon to Power Rangers

Reading.

【第４回】 * Media Mix—Buying culture

Reading.

【第５回】 * # Manga—Translation in practice (Group translation project)

Reading.

【第６回】 * Manga—Gender as genre

Reading.

【第７回】 Anime—Movement through time, space, and identity

【第８回】 * To dub or to sub—Translation practices in anime and film

Reading.

【第９回】 * Video Games—Becoming the hero

Reading.

【第10回】 * Horror Remakes— Ringu and The Ring

Reading.

【第11回】 * # Music—Idoru as image

Short reading. Read two articles/chapters for your final project.

【第12回】 Fashion—You are what you wear

【第13回】 Pop culture as place—Kissaten and Café

Prepare for paper/presentations.

【第14回】 Presentations

【第15回】 Wrap Up/Presentations
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